
Chapter 7: 
The news that Ming Shen announced his retirement is only a
small episode. The spring finals have not yet ended. Now he
must pack his emotions and finish the last glimpse of his
career.
Before the start of the second game, the audience returned to
their seats one after another… In the dark, no one noticed that
the short-haired girl who was walking on the phone while
typing on the phone was busy, even if someone was paying
attention. When she arrived at her Weibo interface, she also
regarded her as one of the thousands of fans who rushed to
whisper and retire at the moment.
Until she walked back to her position one second, she sighed
out and tweeted the edited Weibo, then stuffed her phone back
into her pocket.
A few seconds later, when she lowered her voice and said that
she had borrowed it, she was bowing her head and brushing
Weibo to share the “Mengshen retired, I am at the scene”. This
huge gossip people found that the official microblogging of
zgdx was forwarded. Such a microblogging -
Immediately, the people who knew the “smiling” id
immediately exploded.
Ten minutes later, I don’t know that the smiling id forcibly
went to various media platforms to search for a wave of slow-
moving people who knew the truth and followed the
explosion.
People have fried into a pot of porridge!
Weibo sent out for ten minutes, and the comment broke five
thousand in an instant and forwarded three thousand.
……
At this time, the main actor who just issued this explosive
microblog was busy handing a paper towel from the bag to the
girl who was holding the Yu Mingying card and crying his
eyes, and comforted her: “Don’t cry.” Don’t cry, isn’t this still
playing, look! The game is about to begin!”
The girl muttered “thank you” sobbing and took the paper
towel, looked up and looked at the big screen on the game
table. Otherwise, the second game has already started, and
now I have entered the ban (disabled) pick (selection) hero
link. ——



At this time, the players on the stage have put on the
soundproof headphones. They have nothing to do with the
outside world, and Mingshen has calmed down a little,
although the eyes are still slightly red, but this time he is
facing his head and his side. The assistant chubby talks,
chubby doesn’t know what to say, both of them are laughing…
When the nursery rhymes saw this, I was a little relieved. In
fact, she did not quite agree that the organizer had put the
Mingshen retired in the game and played half of the game. I
always felt that this would affect the players’ game status…
but considering the sponsorship. It’s also understandable that
the party is also going to be profitable. For example, today’s
topical about the spring finals is really at its peak.
The entry of “Ming Shen lpl spring game announced the
retirement” on the microblogging hot search.
Everyone on the home page is roaring and regrets that they
have not bought a ticket to watch the game.
The nursery rhyme looked at Weibo for a while. At this time, a
sister sitting in front of the nursery rhyme came back and
shook her mobile phone next to the girl holding the aid card
next to her: “Hey, look at the zgdx official. Weibo, Nima
Xinzhong is a sister, ah, ah! It’s the first LeFran in the national
costume mentioned before!”
“Who?”
“That smiling.”
The sister obviously squatted, put down the aid card and took
out the mobile phone from the pocket to log in to Weibo and
start brushing…
At this time, behind them, the two explanations will also be
“Ming Shen retired” “Zgdx Xinzhongdan is a sister”. The
matter has not been discussed. The hour ago, I was still feeling
“maybe one day we can be in the arena.” The commentary on
the female professional player is going crazy, and I have been
smashing it. Why didn’t he have an impulse to say the number
of the next welfare lottery…
There was even a peace of mind in the field to analyze how the
people who are playing in the lineup of the game are not there
anymore -
The nursery rhyme looked up and found that the second zgdx
team was not very good. The version of the hero did not get a



few. It is very important to pay attention to the advantages of
the previous roads. If it is not in the early stage of the game,
The big advantage, as long as it is dragged to the middle and
late stage, it is very likely to face the dilemma of the team
battle and the wild area resources being invaded and taken
light…
“This lineup is not good, isn’t it?”
The whisper sounded next to it, and the nursery rhyme went
back and found out that it was the girl named Alu. At this
time, she had put down her mobile phone and stared at the
game screen. She felt the gaze of the nursery rhyme. She
turned her head and smiled. He laughed: “First look at the
final game of Ming God, and the rest will be read after
reading.”
The nursery rhyme nodded and stuffed the remaining pack of
paper towels in her hand…
At the same time, the second game also began.
“I didn’t get the hero who can take the initiative to start a
group battle. This is to play the wild play,” said Tonglu and
Alu. “The wild rhythm is not good enough to build online
advantage. The whole game zgdx will be very passive…”
“-Do you know what, zgdx got the lineup to control the output
to have output, take the head to lose it? Do not know not to
talk about it, do not sing the game before the start?”
There was a boy’s rebuttal behind him, and the nursery rhyme
looked back and found that when the two college students who
had argued with her outside the venue sat behind her, they
were looking at themselves with their arms open.
It’s really a ghost.
She shrugged and turned back and chose not to argue with
him. When she turned back, she heard that the person was
particularly contemptuously talking to the people around him:
“I still hanbok the king, that’s it, ha, according to her, after
each ban. Can you end the game directly?”
“That is.” His companion compounded.
The nursery rhyme sat in front and rolled a big eye.
At the beginning of the game, the strengths and weaknesses of
the two sides were basically the same, and the economy of the
zgdx team was slightly ahead. This is because the number of
enemy soldiers killed by Lu Sicheng is about 20 higher than



the opposite ad. The economic gap between the two sides is
basically in the hands of Lu Sicheng -
The game went on for fifteen minutes, and the zgdx team used
the wild leopard to take the leopard to the road. When
everyone thought that he was just trying to grab a wave of
roads to consolidate Lu Sicheng’s advantage, he found that he
was very close to the road. The wild dragon had turned a
corner, and a skill wall jumped off the dragon pit and started
playing the dragon…
At this point, the ck team was dark and had no view near
Xiaolongkeng.
Steal the dragon!
The audience at the scene is a little excited - Xiaolong is a
small boss in the League of Legends, divided into five kinds of
water, fire, earth, wind and ancient dragons. In addition to the
ancient dragons, the first four attributes of the dragons appear
randomly, each time Killing will bring different permanent
gain buffs to the killing team… In the current version, a water-
related dragon will increase the natural recovery speed of the
team hero’s blood volume. This water dragon is very particular
about zgdx. The lineup of online advantages in the early stage
can be said to be very important!
If this water dragon can be successfully won without any
positive conflict, it will be a big deal!
The zgdx fans around the nursery rhymes are boiling!
The fans of the ck team are full of tension -
However, at this time, the auxiliary of the ck team was like a
spirituality. Suddenly, he left the adc to move to the
Xiaolongkeng. When the dragon hit half of the blood, he put a
field of view from the other side of the Xiaolongkeng. The
props illuminate the view of Xiaolongkeng -
So the zgdx team hit the wild stealing dragons exposed to the
ck team’s vision!
“I was discovered!”
“What to do, what to do, the ck team has to send the order, we
have already used the order delivery, and their number
advantage will not open the group now?”
“But they are not playing wild!”
The two college students behind him talked excitedly -
The nursery rhyme frowned slightly, and suddenly said: “This



water dragon has no great use for the late lineup of ck. The
gain of a water dragon is not as good as imagined. They don’t
necessarily take the initiative to open the group.”
“What? How is it possible? If you open the group now,
obviously ck is advantageous!”
The man shouted, but at the same time, the scene that hit his
face on the screen appeared! Everyone was watching, and only
the assistant of the ck team really turned around and looked
away. Even the harassment didn’t mean anything, and the ck
team’s order was also quietly on the road to make a quiet
replenishment. Beautiful man…
There is absolutely no intention to transfer the road.
Decision error?
Communication is not in place?
Everyone on the scene had a question mark, and the
commentary was also crazy. “This doesn’t make sense.” The
fans of the zgdx team have a sigh of relief…
“That’s great.” The man grew up and sighed. “No matter what,
this wave of group does not open up is to earn a dragon.”
“No, the old k was seen to steal the dragon, the zgdx team’s
road to the tower, the canyon pioneer, all kinds of buffs must
be lost.” Tong Yu frowned, “Look, now the ck team’s hit the
field to see In the lower half, he has already begun to move
closer to the upper half of the zgdx team…”
“Hey, I said which team of fans are you? I have been singing
since the beginning -”
“If the old k can react now, it’s fine to go back to the upper
half of the field immediately, if not, if not?”
When the nursery rhyme was still down, I saw the zgdx team
playing the wild dragon and continued to run to the grass in
the road. It is estimated that the other side will think that he
has been seen by the field of vision. I won’t come down the
road and catch people. I want to wave them back…
At this time, the game went to 17 minutes, the ck team played
wild Jianyang has come to the road, with the help of their own
click to kill the zgdx team’s order, get a blood!
Lu Sicheng’s meager economic advantage was instantly
equalized!
The two began to work together to push down a tower on the
zgdx road!



The fans of the ck team are excited to jump up and down -
The nursery rhyme sighed: “This is over.”
The two people behind were silent, and they seemed to want to
jump up and slap her.
But they didn’t find the chance in the end, because the next
game was exactly the same as the nursery rhyme. In the case
of winning the first water dragon, the next move of the zgdx
team seems to be all The enemy figured out that not only
couldn’t catch people on the line almost, but they were also
besieged by various anti-rural sounds, and even the two outer
defense towers on the road and the middle road!
With the collapse of the first defensive tower in the middle
road, the zgdx team in the lower half of the field was instantly
invaded by the ck team to support the crazy vision, and the
resources of the lower half of the field were quickly smashed
into the enemy’s bag!
- Zgdx, which I can’t get, is very wrong, the economy can’t
develop, and the whole staff is so poor.
In the twenty-fifth minute of the game, the zgdx team has lost
three roads and a total of four outer towers. Only the second
tower and the second tower are left. They have to press the
battle line backwards!
In the twenty-seventh minute of the game, a time point that
overlaps with the previous fan, in the place where the second
tower is off the road, the ck team is forced to open the team
battle by the return of the state, because all the gain buffs and
resources are not taken. At that time, the equipment on the
body was a lot worse than the opposite. Even if Lu Sicheng
forced the two to face the opposite side by the sharp position,
the zgdx team was still killed by the ck team. Hit a wave of
annihilation.
In the 32nd minute of the game, the same tragedy occurred
again in the base of the front door tower. This time, the ck
team did not give zgdx a chance to breathe. The big attack
removed their front door tower and exploded the base of the
zgdx team. Crystal, equalize the game with a 1:1 score!
When the music at the end of the game sounded, the scene was
boiling, c□□ silk jumped up, and each was like a bird that
released the cage and returned to nature! The players of the ck
team also showed a smile on their faces. They walked over



and shot Jianyang’s shoulders and seemed to praise him for
doing a good job.
On the other hand, the zgdx team is also aware that this loss is
lost in the decision-making of the wilderness. The face is not
so good-looking. Ming Shen’s hand patted his shoulder and
said something about his comfort. Take off the headphones
and go back to the lounge to rest. Lu Sicheng did not go to see
the data again this time -
After all, the resources in the wild area are so smashing, but
also look at the output of the fart.
The players left the competition table in twos and threes, and
the audience at the bottom only discussed the game. Everyone
seemed to be somewhat blinded. They didn’t understand how
to fight the whole game. They dragged the zgdx team and lost.
The nursery rhymes listened to them for a while. During the
period, they opened the mobile phone and looked at Weibo.
They found that she joined the zgdx team and forwarded
20,000 comments to 10,000, saying that all of them were
stunned, and even her Weibo fans skyrocketed three or four.
Million…
Scary.
Tong Tong mouth, is holding up the phone, this time, her
shoulder was suddenly taken from behind the person shot…
She went back and looked at the top half of the game before
the game will be cut in the second half of the game. The boys
who are silent,
She raised her eyebrows: “What?”
The boy who had previously had a nostril directed at her is
also able to bend and stretch. Now he squints and smiles:
“Miss sister, do you say that you are so arrogant? They are
more professional than the two sitting upstairs. You are in the
end.” Duan?”
“…”
“Ah? Let’s talk about it with a big hand! It won’t work for
you!”
“…all said,” said Tong Tong, “the hanbok king.”
“…”
“There is a single cockroach that can’t be used to knock on the
keyboard or click the mouse. The superiority is not so strong.
Beware of being blinded by a man.”



“………………Teached and taught.”
“Well.”
The nursery rhymes and the boys shook their fists and smiled
with satisfaction.
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